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abstract
Dynamic Voltage Scaling techniques allow the processor to set its speed dynamically
in order to reduce energy consumption. It was shown that if the processor can run at
arbitrary speeds and uses power sα when running at speed s, the online heuristic AVR
has a competitive ratio (2α)α /2. In this paper we first study the online heuristics for the
discrete model where the processor can only run at d given speeds. We propose a method
to transform online heuristic AVR to an online heuristic for the discrete model and prove a
competitive ratio

2α−1 (α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α
(δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1

+ 1, where δ is the maximum ratio between adjacent

non-zero speed levels. We also prove that the analysis holds for a class of heuristics that
satisfy certain natural properties. We further study the throughput maximization problem
when there is an upper bound for the maximum speed. We propose a greedy algorithm
with running time O(n2 log n) and prove that the output schedule is a 3-approximation of
(α−1)α−1 (3α −1)α

the throughput and a 2α α (3α−1 −1)α−1 -approximation of the energy consumption.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Energy efficiency currently becomes one of the major concerns in system designs. Portable electronic devices, which
are typically powered by batteries, rely on energy efficient schedules to increase the battery lifetime; while non-portable
systems need energy efficient schedules to reduce the operating cost. An important strategy to achieve energy saving is via
dynamic voltage scaling (DVS), which enables a processor to operate at a range of voltages and frequencies. Because energy
consumption is at least a quadratic function of the voltage (hence CPU frequency/speed), it saves energy by executing jobs
as slowly as possible while still satisfying the required property like feasibility where all the jobs are required to be finished
by their deadlines. The associated scheduling problem is referred to as min-energy feasibility DVS scheduling.
A theoretical study of min-energy feasibility DVS scheduling was initiated by Yao et al. [1]. They formulated the
optimization problem and gave an O(n3 ) algorithm YDS for computing the optimal schedule, which was later improved to
O(n2 log n) in [2]. In their formulation, each job ji has an arrival time ai , a workload Ri , and a deadline bi . If job ji is executed
at speed s, then it needs Ri /s time to finish. They also assumed a speed to power function P (s) = sα , where α ≥ 2 is a system
constant (usually α = 3 if the cubic-root rule holds). Their model allows the processor speed to be set at any real value and
therefore is referred to as the continuous model. An online heuristic AVR was proposed in [1] and proved to be (2α)α /2competitive in energy consumption. Bansal et al. [3] further investigated the online heuristics for the model proposed in [1]
and proved that the heuristic OA has a tight competitive ratio of α α for all job sets. They also gave a new online heuristic
which is the best possible heuristic for a wide range of power functions. Quan and Hu [4] considered scheduling jobs with
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fixed priorities and characterized the optimal schedule. Yun and Kim [5] later on showed the NP-hardness of computing the
optimal schedule and also provided an FPTAS for this problem.
In practice, processors can run at only a finite number of preset speed levels. One can capture the discrete nature of the
speed scale with a corresponding discrete model. Ishihara and Yasuura [6] initiated the research on discrete DVS problems
and solved the case when the processor is only allowed to run at two different speeds. Kwon and Kim [7] extended that to
the general discrete DVS model where the processor is allowed to run at speeds chosen from a finite speed set. They gave
an algorithm for this problem based on the YDS algorithm in [1]. Recently, It was shown in [8] that the optimal schedule
for the discrete model can be computed in O(dn log n) time where d is the number of speed levels. Compared to numerous
analyses for online heuristics proposed for the continuous model, few works exist that design or analyze online heuristics
for the discrete model which is more practical. We propose in this paper a systematic way to transform online heuristics for
the continuous model to online heuristics for the discrete model with only a small increase in the competitive ratio.
Another practical constraint on the processor is the maximum speed limit, which sometimes makes it impossible for the
processor to finish all jobs within their timing constraints. In this bounded speed model, a useful objective is to maximize
the throughput of the whole system. In real time scheduling where the processor cannot change the execution speed, the
throughput maximization problem where preemptions are not allowed is studied in [9–11]. [12,13] considered preemptive
scheduling. It was shown in [12] that the best possible online scheduling algorithm is 4-competitive on throughput without
considering energy and [13] proposed an online heuristic which is 14-competitive in throughput and O(1)-competitive in
energy consumption. We also refer the readers to a recent survey on research in power/temperature management [14].
In this paper, we assume that preemption is allowed in job execution, i.e., a job can be interrupted when being executed and resumed afterwards. We first investigate online heuristics for the discrete model where the allowed speed set
{s1 , s2 , . . . , sd } satisfies s1 > s2 > · · · > sd > 0. By suitably adjusting the speed used in AVR to adjacent allowed speed
levels, we design an online heuristic AVR′d for the discrete model and prove it to be (
where δ = max1≤i≤d−1

si
si+1

2α−1 (α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α
(δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1

+ 1)-competitive

. We also identify a class of heuristics which can be modified in a similar way from the continuous
(α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α

model to the discrete model with their competitive ratios increased by a factor of α α (δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1 . A similar idea of adjusting
speed to adjacent speed levels is widely known and proved to increase the competitive ratio by δ α for the throughput max(δ+1)2

imization algorithm proposed in [13]. Notice that our increased ratio is 4δ when α = 2 which improves upon δ α almost
by a factor of 4δ . Then we study the throughput maximization problem for the continuous model in the overloaded setting
where the processor can only vary its speed between 0 and a maximum speed smax . With this practical speed restriction,
the processor sometimes cannot finish all the jobs by their deadlines even if it always runs at smax . We aim to find schedules
which can minimize energy consumption while maximizing the throughput. The throughput is the total workload of the jobs
completed by their deadlines. It is NP-hard to find schedules that maximize throughput since KNAPSACK is a special case
when all deadlines are equal and all arrival times are equal. We propose a greedy algorithm to approximately maximize the
throughput while also approximately minimizing the energy consumption. By using the properties of s-schedules defined
in [8] and properties proved in the study of online heuristics for the discrete model, we prove that the greedy algorithm
(α−1)α−1 (3α −1)α

outputs a schedule which is a 3-approximation of throughput and a 2α α (3α−1 −1)α−1 -approximation of energy consumption.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We give the problem formulation and review some basic properties
of the optimal schedules in Section 2. Section 3 describes a (

2α−1 (α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α
(δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1

+ 1)-competitive online heuristic for the

discrete model and extends the result to a class of online heuristics. We then study the offline throughput maximization
problem in Section 4 and propose a greedy algorithm to compute a schedule that is 3-approximation in throughput and a
(α−1)α−1 (3α −1)α
-approximation
2α α (3α−1 −1)α−1

in energy consumption. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2. Models and preliminaries
A job set J = {j1 , j2 , . . . , jn } over [0, 1] is given where each job jk is characterized by three parameters: arrival time ak ,
deadline bk , and workload Rk . Here workload means the required number of CPU cycles. We also refer to [ak , bk ] ⊆ [0, 1]
as the interval of jk , and assume without loss of generality that ∪k [ak , bk ] = [0, 1] (or J spans [0, 1]). A schedule S for J is
a pair of functions (s(t ), job(t )) which defines the processor speed and the job being executed at time t respectively. Both
functions are assumed to be piecewise continuous with finitely many discontinuities. A feasible schedule must give each job
its required workload between its arrival time and deadline with perhaps intermittent execution. We assume that the power
P, or energy consumed per unit time, is P (s) = sα (α ≥ 2) where s is the processor speed. The total energy consumed by a
1
schedule S is E (S ) = 0 P (s(t ))dt. The goal of the min-energy feasibility scheduling problem is to find a feasible schedule
that minimizes E (S ) for any given job set J. We refer to this problem as the continuous DVS scheduling problem.
In the discrete version of the problem, we assume that the processor can run at d speed levels s1 > s2 > · · · > sd . The
goal is to find a minimum-energy schedule for a job set using only these speeds. We refer to this problem as the Discrete DVS
scheduling problem if the highest speed s1 is always fast enough to guarantee a feasible schedule for the given jobs.
For the continuous DVS scheduling problem, the optimal schedule Sopt is characterized by using the notion of a critical
interval for J, which is an interval I in which a group of jobs must be scheduled at maximum constant speed g (I ) in any
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optimal schedule for J. The algorithm proceeds by identifying such a critical interval I, scheduling those ‘critical’ jobs at
speed g (I ) over I, then constructing a subproblem for the remaining jobs and solving it recursively. The details are given
below.
Definition 1. For any interval I ⊆ [0, 1], we use JI to denote
∑the subset of jobs in J whose intervals are completely contained
in I. The intensity of an interval I is defined to be g (I ) = ( jk ∈JI Rk )/|I |.
An interval I ∗ achieving maximum g (I ) over all possible intervals I defines a critical interval for the current job set. It is
known that the subset of jobs JI ∗ can be feasibly scheduled at speed g (I ∗ ) over I ∗ by the earliest deadline first (EDF) principle.
That is, at any time t, a job which is waiting to be executed and having the earliest deadline will be executed during [t , t +ϵ].
The interval I ∗ is then removed from [0, 1]; all the remaining job intervals [ak , bk ] are updated to reflect the removal, and
the algorithm recurses. We denote the optimal schedule which guarantees feasibility and consumes minimum energy in the
continuous model as OPT.
3. Online heuristics for discrete model
In [1], two on-line heuristics AVR (Average Rate) and OA (Optimal Available) were introduced for the case that jobs arrive
one after another. We define these two heuristics as follows.
∑
R
At any time t, the heuristic AVR runs the earliest deadline job using the speed J (t ) b −ka where J (t ) is the set of jobs with
k
k
ak ≤ t ≤ bk . In other words, AVR always uses a speed equal to the summation of the average workload of all the available
jobs.
At any time t, the heuristic OA always assumes that the current available jobs are the only jobs to be scheduled. It
calculates an optimal offline schedule for all these jobs and schedules them accordingly. Whenever a new job arrives, it
will do a recalculation.
The heuristic AVR was shown to have a competitive ratio of at most (2α)α /2 in [1]; recently a tight competitive ratio of
α
α was proven for OA in [3]. Both of these results are for the continuous model where the speed can be set at an arbitrary
value. In this paper, we design online heuristics for the discrete model where only a finite number of speeds are allowed for
the processor but the highest speed is larger than the maximum speed needed by the online heuristic for the given job set
in the continuous model.
We first consider a simple case. Suppose s1 > s > s2 and we have an execution interval of speed s which lasts for a time
period of length t. Denote the energy consumption on this execution interval as Ec . Then, we adjust the speed s to s1 and
s2 with appropriate proportion of time t1 and t2 in the execution interval so that the total workload executed remains the
same, i.e., st = s1 t1 + s2 t2 and t = t1 + t2 . We denote the energy consumption by the new schedule as Ed . We give an upper
bound of Ed in Lemma 1.
(α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α
Lemma 1. If P (s) = sα and s1 /s2 ≤ δ , then Ed ≤ α α (δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1 Ec .

Proof. Let s = k · s2 and p = s1 /s2 , then 1 ≤ p ≤ δ . By the definitions of Ec and Ed , we know that 1 ≤ k ≤ p. Combining
(k−1)s
s −ks
with the fact st = s1 t1 + s2 t2 and t = t1 + t2 , we have t1 = s −s 2 · t and t2 = s1 −s 2 · t.
1
2
1
2
α
α
On the other hand, the power function P (s) = s implies Ed = s1 t1 + sα2 t2 and Ec = (ks2 )α t. Therefore Ed /Ec =
(k−1)s2 sα1 +(s1 −ks2 )sα2
kα sα
(s −s2 )
2 1

α

α

p−k)
p (k−1)+(p−k)
= p (kk−α (1p)+(
. Next we aim to find the maximum value achieved by f (k, p) =
where
−1 )
kα (p−1)
1 ≤ k ≤ p and 1 < p ≤ δ . Notice that f (k, p) increases with p, which corresponds to the fact that the competitive
ratio increases when gaps between adjacent discrete speeds become larger. Therefore, f (k, p) ≤ f (k, δ). By calculation,
df (k,δ)
df (k,δ)
we know that the derivative dk is a decreasing function of k and dk |k=1 = (δ α − αδ + α − 1)/(δ − 1) > 0 while
df (k,δ)
k=δ
dk

|

= ((1 − α)δ α + αδ α−1 − 1)/(δ α (δ − 1)) < 0. Therefore the value f (k, p) is maximized to be
α(δ α −δ)

when k = (α−1)(δ α −1) because

df (k,δ)
dk

(α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α
α α (δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1

=0. 

Note that in order to make the lemma hold for all the adjustments, we implicitly need the assumption s > sd which
means that sd should be small enough. However, for s < sd , if we round s to 0 and sd , this part of energy will be less than the
energy consumption of any schedule that finishes all the jobs using the given speed set observed by [13]. We define AVRd as
the schedule which adjusts each speed in AVR into proportioned execution of two adjacent speed levels. Notice that AVRd
is an offline schedule because online schedulers do not know when a new job will arrive and therefore do not know when
the current piece of constant speed execution will end, which makes accurate adjustment impossible. By the definition of
AVRd , we have the following property by Lemma 1.
(α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α

Corollary 1. E (AVRd ) ≤ α α (δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1 E (AVR) + E (OPT ), where δ = max1≤i≤d−1

si
.
si+1

We know that in the AVR online heuristic, whenever an arrival time or a deadline is met, the scheduler will possibly adopt
a different execution speed, i.e., it will recalculate the execution speed. The online heuristic we design for the discrete model
tries to capture the same idea. The only difference is that some speeds are not allowed in the discrete model. Therefore,
speed adjustment is needed to satisfy the speed requirement. We describe the online scheduling algorithm AVR′d for the
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discrete model as follows. Whenever an arrival time or a deadline is met, the speed curve adopted by AVR is calculated.
Then every speed is adjusted to adjacent speed levels according to the right proportion. For the contiguous time period
which is originally assigned the same speed by the AVR, the heuristic AVR′d executes the higher speed portion first and then
the lower. If some job’s arrival at time a interrupts this proportioned schedule, the scheduler just recalculates the new speed
using AVR for the remaining jobs in the job set J under AVR′d . This remaining job set is denoted as Ja,remain . The arrival time
of the job whose arrival time is earlier than a will be adjusted to a if it is not finished by a and the workload of the jobs will
also be updated reflecting the previous execution. Notice that AVR′d is different from AVRd because it is not a simple offline
adjustment of AVR. We then aim to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 2. E (AVR′d ) ≤ E (AVRd ).
In order to prove the lemma, we sort the arrival times and deadlines into an increasing sequence 0 = v0 ≤ v1 ≤ v2 · · · ≤
v2n−1 and call each interval [vi , vi+1 ] (0 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 2) a stable interval. Notice that a stable interval may be a trivial point,
and within one stable interval the online scheduler need not calculate a new execution speed because the execution speed
allocation is decided at the beginning of that interval. We will prove Lemma 2 by induction on the number of non-trivial
stable intervals contained in the whole interval.
We denote the energy consumed by schedule S within interval [0, a] as E (S [0, a]), furthermore, if the schedule is for job
set J, we write the energy consumption as E (S (J )[0, a]). Suppose that the first non-trivial stable interval is [0, a]. We can
prove the following lemma which is then used to prove Lemma 2.
Lemma 3. E (AVR′d (J )[0, a]) + E (AVRd (Ja,remain )[a, 1]) ≤ E (AVRd (J )[0, 1]).
Proof. If a corresponds to some job’s deadline, then the decision of AVRd and AVR′d are the same in interval [0, a]. Therefore
the lemma holds in this case.
If a corresponds to some job’s arrival time, and suppose [0, b] is the largest interval which uses the same speed s computed
by AVR at time 0 (si+1 ≤ s < si ). Because AVRd is an offline algorithm, the workload executed in [0, a] by AVRd will be
equivalent to s · a. While the workload executed in [0, a] by AVR′d will be at least s · a because AVR′d will execute the higher
speed portion first. Therefore, for the jobs whose arrival times are 0, the remaining average workload in [a, b] by adopting
AVR′d will be no more than (but still no less than si+1 ) the remaining average workload in [a, b] by adopting AVRd . Denote
the non-negative difference of average workload as ρ and let ∆W = ρ(b − a) be the workload difference. According to the
rules adopted by online heuristic AVR′d , we have the following relation on energy consumption:
E (AVR′d (J )[0, a]) − E (AVRd (J )[0, a]) = ∆W /(si − si+1 ) · (s2i − s2i+1 ) = ∆W · (si + si+1 ).

(1)

Then, we divide the interval [a, b] into smaller intervals Ik (1 ≤ k ≤ m) so that within the same smaller interval, the speed
by AVR(J ) and the speed by AVR(Ja,remain ) both remain constant. Notice that the speed used by AVR(J ) will be no smaller than
that used by AVR(Ja,remain ). Denote the non-negative difference of workload finished by these two schedules in interval Ik as
∆Wk . We know that these speeds are both larger than or equal to si+1 . Therefore, the non-negative difference of the energy
consumption by these two schedules
be no less than ∆Wk · (si + si+1 ). Notice that AVR(J ) and AVR(Ja,remain ) are the
∑will
m
same in [b, 1] and therefore ∆W =
∆
Wk . Summing up these energy consumption differences gives us the following
i=1
relation:
E (AVRd (J )[a, 1]) − E (AVRd (Ja,remain )[a, 1]) ≥ ∆W · (si + si+1 ).

(2)

Combining inequalities (1) and (2), the lemma is proved. 
By using induction on the number of non-trivial stable intervals, we proved Lemma 2. We further combine Corollary 1
and Lemma 2 to derive the following theorem on the performance of AVR′d when the power function is P (s) = sα .
Theorem 1. E (AVR′d ) ≤ (

2α−1 (α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α
(δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1

+ 1)E (OPT ), where δ = max1≤i≤d−1

si
.
si+1

Let [0, a] be the first non-trivial stable interval and s be the speed calculated by the heuristic H at time 0 for [0, a] where
si > s ≥ si+1 . Define Ja,remain similarly as above and let the speed functions of the heuristic H for J and Ja,remain in [a, 1] be sH
and sHr respectively. Lemma 2 can be extended to a class of online heuristics besides AVR which satisfy the following two
properties.
(1) Monotone Property: sH (t ) ≥ sHr (t ) for a ≤ t ≤ 1.
(2) Separation Property: there exists b ≤ 1 where sHr (t ) ≥ si+1 for a ≤ t ≤ b and sH (t ) = sHr (t ) for b < t ≤ 1.
The proof techniques used in Lemma 3 still work for online heuristics that satisfy the above two properties. Therefore,
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If H is a c-competitive online heuristic for the continuous model which satisfies the Monotone Property and the
Separation Property, then the heuristic Hd′ for the discrete model which adjusts the calculated speed to adjacent speed levels and
c (α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α

executes the higher speed part first is ( α α (δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1 + 1)-competitive.
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4. Minimizing energy while maximizing throughput
In most systems, the processor can only vary its speed between 0 and a maximum speed smax . Because the speed is
bounded from above, the processor may be overloaded with jobs and no scheduling algorithms can finish all the jobs before
their deadlines. In this section, we investigate the continuous model with a speed limit and investigate the offline throughput
maximization problem in this overloaded setting where preemptions are allowed. Throughput is defined to be the total
workload of the jobs completed by their deadlines. We propose a greedy algorithm which produces a schedule that is a
(α−1)α−1 (3α −1)α

3-approximation to the maximum throughput, while at the same time achieves 2α α (3α−1 −1)α−1 -approximation with respect
to energy consumption.
A tool called s-schedule was introduced in [8] which can provide useful information regarding the optimal speed function
for J without explicitly computing it. The properties of the s-schedule are also crucial in our proof of approximation ratios
for the greedy algorithm. For easy reference, we give the relevant definitions and properties below.
Definition 2. For any constant s, the s-schedule for J is an EDF schedule which uses constant speed s in executing any jobs
of J. It will give up a job when the deadline of the job has passed. In general, s-schedules may have idle periods or unfinished
jobs.
Definition 3. In a schedule S, a maximal subinterval of [0, 1] devoted to executing the same job jk is called an execution
interval for jk (with respect to S). Denote by Ik (S ) the union of all execution intervals for jk with respect to S. Execution
intervals with respect to the s-schedule will be called s-execution intervals.
It is easy to see that the s-schedule for n jobs contains at most 2n s-execution intervals, since the end of each execution
interval (including an idle interval) corresponds to the moment when either a job is finished or a new job arrives. Also, the
s-schedule can be computed in O(n log n) time by using a priority queue to keep all jobs currently available, prioritized by
their deadlines. Denote the s-schedule of J by SJ . Next we prove a basic property of s-schedules.
Lemma 4. Given a job set J, for any J ′ ⊆ J, we have |



jk ∈J ′ Ik

(SJ )| ≤ |



jk ∈J ′ Ik

(SJ ′ )|.

Proof. For a job jk in J ′ , if |Ik (SJ )| = Rk , which means that in SJ the job jk can be finished with all the competing jobs in J
whose deadlines are earlier than jk , then jk can also be finished in SJ ′ where less jobs are competing with it. If |Ik (SJ )| < Rk ,
which means that in SJ , the job jk is not finished, then in SJ ′ the job jk will be executed for no less time because: (1) Job jk has
the highest priority among all unfinished jobs in Ik (SJ ); (2) Job jk may have its priority increased in [0, 1]\Ik (SJ ) due to the
removal of jobs in J \J ′ . This completes the proof. 
In the following, we will use a slightly different result for the s-partition introduced in [8] and summarize it into the
following lemma.
Lemma 5. The job set J can be partitioned into two job sets J ≤s and J >s in O(n log n) time, where jobs in J ≤s require speeds no
larger than s in OPT while jobs in J >s require speeds larger than s in OPT.
Recall that OPT is the min-energy schedule without speed limit. We use optT to denote the optimal schedule with speed
upper bounded by smax , and optT maximizes the throughput first and then minimizes the energy subject to this throughput.
Given a job set, we first remove all the jobs whose average workload is more than smax because these jobs will not contribute
to the throughput even in optT . We denote the remaining job set as J. Then, we generate an smax -schedule for J. By Lemma 5,
we can identify critical intervals whose speeds are larger than smax . We denote the union of those intervals as I. According to
the way critical intervals are chosen, there is a schedule where each job jk with [ak , bk ] ∩ I ̸= [ak , bk ] can be finished by its
deadline using execution speed at most smax and is only executed outside I. We denote the set of jobs satisfying the above
requirement as J2 . We know that all the jobs in J2 can contribute to the throughput without affecting the feasibility of jobs
in J1 = J \J2 . Therefore, we only consider jobs in J1 in the following discussion.
Let t = |I |. We propose a greedy algorithm which achieves at least 13 t · smax throughput within I as follows.
The interval Tk∗ is obtained from Tk in the following way. If |Tk | =
∗

∗

Rk
, then let Tk∗
smax

∗

be Tk ; otherwise, give all the time in Tk to

Tk and then add more time to Tk in a backward manner starting from bk until |Tk | =

Rk
.
smax

For example, if Tk = [0, 1], [4, 5],

= 4, then Tk∗ = [0, 1], [3, 6].
bk = 6 and S
max
∗
The set J ∪ J2 is the subset of jobs we choose to execute in the schedule. The feasibility of S ∗ using speeds at most smax
is guaranteed by the choice of jobs into J ∗ .
We can prove that jobs in J ∗ have a total workload at least 13 t · smax by proving the following lemma.
Rk

Lemma 6. Given a set Jh of n jobs, where the average workload of every job is no more than smax and OPT always uses speeds
higher than smax , the total workload R of the jobs added to J ∗ in the first iteration of Algorithm 1 is at least 13 (t − t ′ )smax where t
represents the length of the union of jobs in Jh at the beginning of the iteration and t ′ represents the length of the union of jobs in
Jh at the end of the iteration.
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Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm
1. J ∗ = ∅ and Jh = J1 .
2. I = ∪ji ∈J1 [ai , bi ].
repeat
3. J ∗ = J ∗ ∪ jk , where jk ∈ Jh and Rk ≥ Ri for all ji ∈ Jh .
4. Compute the smax -schedule for Jh and denote the time intervals allocated to jk as Tk .
5. Assign time intervals Tk∗ to jk (The way to choose Tk∗ is explained below).
6. I = I \Tk∗ .
7. Update the job arrival times and deadlines after removing Tk∗ from I (by treating time in Tk∗ as non-existent).
8. Remove from Jh the job jk and the jobs whose average workload are larger than smax after the update.
≤s
9. Compute the smax -partition for Jh on I using Lemma 5 and move the jobs in Jh max from Jh to J ∗ .
until Jh ̸= ∅.
10. Compute the optimal schedule S ∗ for J ∗ ∪ J2 .
Proof. First, it is easy to see that when Step 6 is finished, the smax -schedule for Jh \jk on I (we denote this schedule as S ′
R
in the following proof) runs at a non-zero speed for a total period of t − s k . We next prove that the smax -schedule for Jh
max

R

computed in Step 9 runs at a non-zero speed for a total period of at least t − 3 s k . Notice that in Step 8, if a job ji is removed
max
from Jh , then its interval [ai , bi ] should intersect with Tk∗ , otherwise its average workload will not change after we remove
Tk∗ from I. Furthermore, [ai , bi ] should intersect with the last interval in Tk∗ . Because if bi > bk , then [ai , bi ] has to intersect
the last interval in Tk∗ , otherwise it will not intersect Tk∗ ; if bi ≤ bk , then [ai , bi ] only intersecting non-last intervals in Tk∗
means that in the smax -schedule for Jh (with jk in), the job ji can finish all its workload before the earliest intersection point;
otherwise, the intersecting part with the non-last intervals in Tk∗ , which is also an interval in Tk will not be used to execute
jk because ji has a higher priority than jk , therefore removing Tk∗ will not make the average workload of ji be larger than smax .
Furthermore, it is easy to see that |[ai , bi ]\Tk∗ | ≤

Ri
smax

≤

Rk
.
smax

Based on the above analysis, we know that the jobs removed

from Jh in Step 8 occupy a time period with length at most 2 s
interval of Tk∗ with length at most
for a period of at least t − 3 s

Rk

max

Rk
smax

Rk
max

(it is the time in I \Tk∗ starting from both sides of the last

on each side), which implies that the remaining jobs in Jh after Step 8 will be executed

in schedule S ′ . Therefore, the smax -schedule for Jh computed in Step 9 runs at non-zero speed
R

for a total period of at least t − 3 s k by Lemma 4. In Step 9, by moving more jobs from Jh to J ∗ , we increase the workload in
max
J ∗ by at least tr · smax where tr is the execution time of those jobs in smax -schedule for Jh computed in Step 9. Notice that the
removal of jobs in Step 9 will not affect the smax -schedule for the remaining jobs in Jh by the definition of critical intervals.
R
R
From the above analysis, we have the following two relations: t ′ + tr ≥ t − 3 s k and s R ≥ s k + tr . The lemma then
max
max
max
follows. 
We can interpret Lemma 6 in the following way. Picking the job jk with the maximum Rk value will reduce the useful
R
s-execution time by at most 3 s k . We remark that Tk∗ cannot be chosen arbitrarily within [ak , bk ]. For example, if we choose
max

Tk∗ to be [ak , ak + s k ], then picking the job jk may reduce the useful s-execution time by 4 s k because the time in Ik (SJh )
max
max
(smax -execution intervals of jk ) may not overlap with any other job in Jh and therefore cannot be used to execute other jobs
in the smax -schedule.
R

R

Lemma 7. The jobs in J ∗ have a total workload of at least 13 t · smax and can be feasibly scheduled using speeds at most smax .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n, the number of jobs contained in Jh . When n = 1, 2, 3, the lemma easily holds.
Assume the lemma holds for n ≤ k. When n = k + 1, let t represent the length of the union of jobs in Jh at the beginning of
the iteration and let t ′ represent the length of the union of jobs in Jh at the end of the iteration. After doing the first iteration
of the greedy algorithm, the workload of the jobs newly added into J ∗ is at least 31 (t − t ′ )smax by Lemma 6. By the induction
hypothesis, in the remaining set Jh (which satisfies the conditions in Lemma 6 due to the removal of jobs in Step 9), jobs with
at least 13 t ′ · smax workload will be chosen into J ∗ . The feasibility of J ∗ follows naturally from the algorithm. This completes
the proof. 
The above lemma directly shows that Algorithm 1 is a 3-approximation in throughput compared to optT because optT can
(α−1)α−1 (3α −1)α

at most select t · smax workload from J1 to execute. Next, we show that the energy consumption of S ∗ is at most 2α α (3α−1 −1)α−1
times that of optT .
(α−1)α−1 (3α −1)α

Lemma 8. The schedule S ∗ is a 2α α (3α−1 −1)α−1 -approximation of energy consumption compared to optT .
Proof. Denote the union of job intervals in J1 as I1 and let t1 = |I1 |. Denote the union of job intervals in J2 as I2 . Notice that
t
optT must schedule some of the jobs in J1 with at least 31 smax workload and all the jobs in J2 . This also implies that the average
smax
′
speed of optT within I1 is at least 3 . Let S be the schedule which executes J ∗ within I1 optimally and executes J2 outside I1
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optimally. Since S ∗ is optimal for J ∗ ∪ J2 , we have E (S ∗ ) ≤ E (S ′ ). Denote the set of jobs in J1 selected by optT as J1′ . We then
relax the interval of every job in J1′ to be a maximal interval in I1 and get a job set J1′′ .
We first discuss the case when I1 is a single interval. We use optTr to denote the optimal schedule for J1′′ ∪ J2 . It is easy to see
that E (optTr ) ≤ E (optT ). Let S be a schedule which executes jobs in J2 as S ′ does and executes jobs in J1′′ using a constant speed
s ≥ smax
throughout I1 . It is easy to show that E (S ′ ) ≤ 3α−1 E (S ). Next we compare S and optTr . The reason optTr executes some
3
jobs in J2 within I1 is that S executes those jobs with a speed larger than s. The schedule optTr reduces energy consumption
by merging two speeds of S (one speed for executing jobs in J1 and one for executing jobs in J2 ) into the same speed while
taking suitable portion of execution time. Although the real adjustment from S to optTr can be quite complicated, we can
equivalently assume that they are done in parallel for different critical intervals containing jobs in J2 . We can also assume
that each job in J2 which is involved in some merge operations is only involved in one merge operation with jobs in J1′′ .
From the observation above, each involved job in J2 is executed with a speed larger than s in S. By the way critical intervals
are chosen, we can also claim that no workloads are shifted from one critical interval containing jobs in J2 to another that
2α α (3α −3)α−1

contains jobs in J2 . By Lemma 1, the energy reduction by merging is at most 1 − (α−1)α−1 (3α −1)α (because δ =
2α α (3α −3)α−1
(α−1)α−1 (3α −1)α

which implies that E (optTr ) ≥

smax
s

≤ 3),

E (S ). Hence, the lemma is true in this case. If I1 consists of multiple intervals,

we can use similar arguments to prove the correctness of the lemma because in each maximal interval I1i of I1 with length
t, the jobs in I1′ whose intervals are contained in I1i have a total workload of at least 3t smax . This ends the proof. 
We summarize the above results into the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 generates a schedule S ∗ in O(n2 log n) time which is 3-approximation of throughput and a
(α−1)α−1 (3α −1)α
-approximation
2α α (3α−1 −1)α−1

of energy consumption compared to optT .

The running time of Algorithm 1 is O(n2 log n) because every step inside the loop takes at most O(n log n) time and the
computation of S ∗ takes O(n2 log n) time [2].
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we first investigate online heuristics for the discrete model. By suitably adjusting the speeds used in AVR to
adjacent speed levels, we design an online heuristic AVR′d for the discrete model and prove it to be (
α

2α−1 (α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α
(δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1

+ 1)-

competitive where P (s) = s and δ is the maximum ratio between adjacent non-zero speed levels. We also identify a
class of heuristics which can be modified in a similar way from the continuous model to the discrete model with their
(α−1)α−1 (δ α −1)α

competitive ratios increased by a constant factor α α (δ−1)(δ α −δ)α−1 with an extra addition of 1. Then we study the throughput
maximization problem for the preemptive continuous model in the overloaded setting where the maximum speed of the
processor is upper bounded by smax . We propose a greedy algorithm to approximately maximize throughput while also
approximately minimizing the energy consumption. By using the properties of the s-schedule defined in [8] and properties
proved in the study of online heuristics for the discrete model, we prove that the greedy algorithm is a 3-approximation of
(α−1)α−1 (3α −1)α

throughput and a 2α α (3α−1 −1)α−1 -approximation of energy consumption.
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